
Getting from the airport to the hotel 
 
1. <Narita Airport – Forest Hongo> 

Most participants from abroad will fly into Tokyo’s Narita airport. The easiest way to get from the airport 

to the hotel (Forest Hongo, http://www.forest-hongo.com/en/location/index.html ) is to take Keisei Skyliner 

(http://www.keisei.co.jp/keisei/tetudou/skyliner/us/) to Keisei Ueno Station, then a taxi to the hotel.  

Option-1) Narita Airport -<Keisei Line: Keisei Skyliner 50 min> -Keisei Ueno Sta. –taxi to the Hotel 

(10 min). 

Please show the following address to the taxi driver. 

Hotel: Forest Hongo ホテル: フォーレスト本郷  

http://www.forest-hongo.com/en/index.html 

〒113-0033 東京都文京区本郷 6-16-4   TEL:+81-3-3813-4408 

 

Or, you can also take Narita Express ( http://www.jreast.co.jp/e/nex/ ) to Tokyo station from the airport. The 

trip takes one hour. After arrival at Tokyo station, take Tokyo Metro Marunouchi line (丸の内線) four stops 

to Hongo-Sanchome (本郷三丁目). (http://www.tokyometro.jp/en/subwaymap/pdf/routemap_en.pdf) The 

hotel is 10-minute walk from this station (see the map on the next page). You need to purchase a ticket to 

Tokyo Station at the airport, then after transfer Tokyo station, purchase a ticket to Hongo-Sanchome in Tokyo 

Metro. Note that the Narita express arrives in the lower levels of Tokyo station, so you will need to take the 

escalator up several levels then you must exit JR lines to transfer to Tokyo Metro. Look for the red circle sign 

for Marunouchi line. 

Option-2) Narita Airport-<JR Narita Express 1hour>-Tokyo Sta. -<Metro: Marunouchi-line> - 

Hongō-sanchōme Sta – 10 min walk  



 
 

2. <Haneda Airport – Forest Hongo> 

 If your flight arrives at Haneda airport, take the monorail (http://www.tokyo-monorail.co.jp/english/)to 

Hamamatsucho (浜松町), where you will need to change to the JR Yamanote line (山手線 

http://www.jreast.co.jp/e/info/map_a4ol.pdf). To transfer you must exit the monorail station and purchase a 

separate ticket for the JR line. Take the Yamanote line to Tokyo station, where you can change to the 

Marunouchi line (see the previous page). The hotel location is shown above. This is very close to The 

University. 

 

Haneda Airport-<Monorail  20min.>-Hamamatsucho Sta. -<JR: Yamanote-line> -  



Tokyo Sta. -<Metro: Marunouchi-line> - Hongō-sanchōme Sta – 10 min walk  

 

*< Forest Hongo-Campus> 

 

 



 


